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on 27 january 2002 high school student britney gallivan of pomona california usa folded a single piece of paper in half 12 times and
was the first person to fold a single piece paper in half 9 10 11 and 12 times the tissue paper used was 4 000 ft 1 219 m 0 75 miles
long suzanne the world record paper airplane boasts a series of firsts the first glider to hold the distance record the first paper
airplane to use changing airspeed to enhance performance the world record for the farthest flight by paper airplane was recently broken
by three aerospace engineers their design was inspired by vehicles that fly faster than the speed of sound tips fold sharp creases and make
the plane symmetrical to make the airplane fly upwards slightly curve the back of the wings upwards watch the video in high quality hd
or 4k rewind or john collins better known as the paper airplane guy has devoted himself to designing folding and flying the world s finest
paper airplanes tips fold sharp creases and make the plane symmetrical to make the airplane fly upwards slightly curve the back of the
wings upwards watch the video in high quality hd or 4k rewind or john collins shows you how to fold the innovative paper airplane
design that earned him a spot in the guinness book of world records paper airplanes six years ago he set a new world record for distance
by designing and folding this astounding long distance glider it was thrown by quarterback joe ayoob on friday john collins aka the
paper airplane guy had ten attempts to break his own world record for paper flight distance he came up short an incredible new record
for the farthest flight of a paper aircraft has been broken in south korea three people teamed up to tackle this record attempt kim kyu
tae south korea with the support of shin moo joon south korea and chee yie jian julian malaysia john collins teaches the bluprint class
plane games make fly paper airplanes where he shows how to fold and fly five of his best designs including this world record plane and
tests each one for distance speed and more an epic paper airplane throw that took flight for nearly the length of a football field in
south korea has shattered the guinness world record john collins designed the current world record holding paper airplane according to
him there are four things to consider when making a paper airplane the paper lift and drag the guinness world record for the longest
distance flown by a paper airplane is 88 318 meters 290 ft this was achieved on dec 2 2022 in indiana usa by dillon ruble nathan
erickson and garrett jensen the guinness world records official site with ultimate record breaking facts achievements do you want to
set a world record are you officially amazing the farthest flight by a paper aircraft is 88 31 m 289 ft 9 in and was achieved by dillon
ruble usa with the support of nathaniel erickson and garrett jensen both usa in crown point indiana usa on 2 december 2022 paper type
printer paper paper size a4 210 x 297mm paper planes sky king how to make the world record paper airplane for longest flight this is
very easy paper plane great dane named after iconic christmas movie character crowned world s tallest dog chloe okeeffe 13 06 2024
a great dane who is named as macauley culkin s home alone character has been crowned the world s tallest dog by guinness world
records kevin is 97m 3ft 2in from his feet to his withers shoulder blades and around 7ft when earning a world record allows paper plane
designers to own football teams and marry russian oil heiresses and according to aerospace engineer and record holder ken blackburn
you need the paris agreement says the 1 5 degree target is a long term goal technically speaking this means the world will have failed
to uphold the pact only if temperatures exceed the threshold



most times to fold a piece of paper guinness world records May 12 2024

on 27 january 2002 high school student britney gallivan of pomona california usa folded a single piece of paper in half 12 times and
was the first person to fold a single piece paper in half 9 10 11 and 12 times the tissue paper used was 4 000 ft 1 219 m 0 75 miles
long

how to fold a world record setting paper airplane Apr 11 2024

suzanne the world record paper airplane boasts a series of firsts the first glider to hold the distance record the first paper airplane to
use changing airspeed to enhance performance

paper airplane designed by boeing engineers breaks world Mar 10 2024

the world record for the farthest flight by paper airplane was recently broken by three aerospace engineers their design was inspired by
vehicles that fly faster than the speed of sound

how to make the world record paper airplane for distance Feb 09 2024

tips fold sharp creases and make the plane symmetrical to make the airplane fly upwards slightly curve the back of the wings upwards
watch the video in high quality hd or 4k rewind or

how this guy folds and flies world record paper airplanes Jan 08 2024

john collins better known as the paper airplane guy has devoted himself to designing folding and flying the world s finest paper airplanes

how to make the world record paper airplane for flight time Dec 07 2023

tips fold sharp creases and make the plane symmetrical to make the airplane fly upwards slightly curve the back of the wings upwards
watch the video in high quality hd or 4k rewind or

learn how to fold a world record setting paper airplane Nov 06 2023

john collins shows you how to fold the innovative paper airplane design that earned him a spot in the guinness book of world records

how this guy folds and flies world record paper airplanes wired Oct 05 2023

paper airplanes six years ago he set a new world record for distance by designing and folding this astounding long distance glider it was
thrown by quarterback joe ayoob

this man tried to break the world record for paper airplane Sep 04 2023

on friday john collins aka the paper airplane guy had ten attempts to break his own world record for paper flight distance he came up
short

epic paper airplane throw shatters world record in south korea Aug 03 2023

an incredible new record for the farthest flight of a paper aircraft has been broken in south korea three people teamed up to tackle this
record attempt kim kyu tae south korea with the support of shin moo joon south korea and chee yie jian julian malaysia

world s best paper airplane make Jul 02 2023

john collins teaches the bluprint class plane games make fly paper airplanes where he shows how to fold and fly five of his best designs
including this world record plane and tests each one for distance speed and more

epic paper airplane throw breaks guinness world record in Jun 01 2023

an epic paper airplane throw that took flight for nearly the length of a football field in south korea has shattered the guinness world
record

how to make the world s best paper airplane popular science Apr 30 2023

john collins designed the current world record holding paper airplane according to him there are four things to consider when making a
paper airplane the paper lift and drag



fold n fly world record paper airplanes Mar 30 2023

the guinness world record for the longest distance flown by a paper airplane is 88 318 meters 290 ft this was achieved on dec 2 2022
in indiana usa by dillon ruble nathan erickson and garrett jensen

home guinness world records Feb 26 2023

the guinness world records official site with ultimate record breaking facts achievements do you want to set a world record are you
officially amazing

farthest flight by a paper aircraft guinness world records Jan 28 2023

the farthest flight by a paper aircraft is 88 31 m 289 ft 9 in and was achieved by dillon ruble usa with the support of nathaniel
erickson and garrett jensen both usa in crown point indiana usa on 2 december 2022

how to make the world record paper airplane for longest Dec 27 2022

paper type printer paper paper size a4 210 x 297mm paper planes sky king how to make the world record paper airplane for longest flight
this is very easy paper plane

great dane named after iconic christmas movie character Nov 25 2022

great dane named after iconic christmas movie character crowned world s tallest dog chloe okeeffe 13 06 2024 a great dane who is
named as macauley culkin s home alone character has been crowned the world s tallest dog by guinness world records kevin is 97m 3ft
2in from his feet to his withers shoulder blades and around 7ft when

how to fold a world record paper airplane wired Oct 25 2022

earning a world record allows paper plane designers to own football teams and marry russian oil heiresses and according to aerospace
engineer and record holder ken blackburn you need

hanging by a thread u n chief warns of missing a key Sep 23 2022

the paris agreement says the 1 5 degree target is a long term goal technically speaking this means the world will have failed to uphold
the pact only if temperatures exceed the threshold
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